Strategic Plan 2015-2020
STRATEGIC
GOAL #1

Research
Methodology and
Information
Products

Our Vision
To be recognized as a
global knowledge leader
in performance auditing.
Our Mission
To promote and strengthen public
sector performance audit, oversight
and accountability in Canada and
abroad through research, education
and knowledge sharing.
Our Values
Collaborating with members,
partners and stakeholders;
Delivering high-quality
products and services; and

Advance knowledge, understanding and practice by undertaking research, developing
methodology, and providing timely information, on practices and standards.
1.1 Undertake research that advances knowledge and innovation in performance auditing,
oversight and accountability.
1.2 Develop and maintain methodology tools and information products to support performance auditors.
1.3 Develop and maintain methodology tools and information products to support members of oversight bodies.

STRATEGIC
GOAL #2

Education and
Professional
Development

STRATEGIC
GOAL #3

Knowledge
Sharing and
Networking

Striving for innovation
in everything we do.

STRATEGIC
GOAL #4

Sustainability and
Accountability

Strengthen the knowledge and skills of performance
auditors and the oversight bodies they report to by
providing learning and capacity building opportunities.
2.1 Develop, maintain, and deliver courses and online-based learning
linked to professional standards and competencies for performance
auditors in Canada.
2.2 Develop and deliver workshops and online-based learning to support
the strengthening of oversight bodies in Canada.
2.3 Develop and deliver fellowships, mentoring, courses, and workshops
to supreme audit institutions (SAIs) in selected developing countries.
2.4 Develop and deliver workshops and other support to oversight bodies
in selected developing countries.
2.5 Support the implementation of performance measurement, reporting
and quality assurance tools and methodology in audit organizations.

Foster networks and information exchange opportunities
among our members, partners and stakeholders to
encourage collaboration, knowledge sharing and
discussion on issues of mutual interest.
3.1 Support and foster information exchange events and networking
opportunities for audit practitioners, legislators and others to share
knowledge, tools and expertise on issues and practices.
3.2 Strengthen collaboration, harmonization and knowledge sharing
among development partners, SAIs and their regional associations.

Maintain a sustainable organization that is adequately resourced and accountable
to its members, partners and stakeholders.
4.1 Diversify sources and types of funding and in-kind support and forge collaborative
partnerships in Canada and abroad.
4.2 Continuously build and strengthen human resources and organizational capacity.
4.3 Build awareness, understanding and use of products and services.
4.4 Develop and implement an organizational performance measurement and reporting framework.

Who We
Work With
Our members, partners and
stakeholders include:
Canadian legislative auditors,
other performance auditors, and
their organizations;
International supreme audit
institutions (SAIs), including
regional associations of SAIs;
Oversight bodies, senior public
officials, and other
users/preparers of performance
information;
Professional bodies that provide
standards, guidance and
professional development to
performance auditors;
Development agencies that
support the application of our
work in selected developing
countries; and,
Academia and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs).

